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FORTHCOMING
ACTIVITIES

28 November 2008
Talk by Amanda Lunt
on the people who
have lived at The
Commandery,
Worcester.
Village Hall, 7.30 pm.

23 January 2009
Talk by Terry Keegan
on Milestones.
Village Hall, 7.30 pm.

27 March 2009
Talk by Andrew Smith
on Railways of
Worcestershire.
Village Hall, 7.30 pm.

THREE-CHURCHES TOUR

Two years after conducting his first

popular tour of local churches, Tim

Bridges returned to show members

around another three. He began

with the best known church in the

parish - St Mary’s, Hanley Castle.

Although dating back to Saxon

times, this church was heavily

restored in the 17th and 19th

centuries, largely funded by the

Lechmere family. After being

damaged in the Civil War, the tower

was rebuilt in 1674 when the east

chapel was created. 

The Victorian passion for Gothic

revival led to 14th century style

stained glass windows being

installed in the 1858 restoration,

which also saw timber porches

added. Village tradition has it that

the main door was taken from the

castle during its decline and is now

the sole surviving object from that

once illustrious building.

Next stop was Madresfield, but

despite confirmation of the visit two

days earlier, it was closed and the

caretaker was nowhere

to be found.

Nevertheless, Tim

Bridges made a fine job

of pointing out its

attractions and its links

with the Lygon family of

Madresfield Court. Built

in 1866 in Augustus

Pugin’s Gothic style, it

replaced an estate

church that became

unsafe within a decade

of its being built and had

to be demolished. The

village church was paid

for by the 5th Earl and

the spire was added by his son. 

Evelyn Waugh, a friend of the

family, is said to have modelled

Sebastian Flyte in Brideshead

Revisited on Hugh Lygon, who is

buried in the churchyard.

The group finished its tour with a

visit to the Beauchamp Community

and St Leonard’s at Newland. This

lavishly decorated Anglo-Catholic

church, built in 1864 by the architect

Philip Hardwick, was designed with

its surrounding buildings on the plan

of a medieval college. Cloisters lead

to a mortuary chapel. Painted roof

timbers, frescoes, stained glass, a

tiled floor, Italian marble columns

and decorative ironwork all

combined to create a sanctuary

from the real world for estate

workers whose lives were not

dissimilar to those of their medieval

forebears. 

The church now serves as the

private chapel for the Community,

whose almshouses were endowed

for £150,000 in 1849 by the wife of

the 5th Earl. The 47 residents are

still required to be communicant

members of the Church of England.
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HANLEY FIELD WALK

One sunny morning in

September, 42 children from

Hanley Castle High School

spent several hours on an

archaeological walk of the

large field between Bowling

Green Lane and the castle

mound, picking up hundreds

of pieces of pottery from 70

precisely measured 20 m

square plots. 

The walk was arranged by

the Society with the co-

operation of landowner Nick

Lechmere and farmer Richard

Hudson, with Emma Hancox

of the Historic Environment &

Archaeology Service (HEAS)

providing expert advice and

helping three members of the

Society mark out the area. 

Supervised by two teachers,

the group of 11-13-year-olds

enthusiastically collected

evidence of earlier times. When

Derek Hurst of HEAS analysed

the finds, he found that most

were fragments of tiles from

outside the Hanleys and,

therefore, post-medieval,

possibly used to roof a 17th or

18th century barn. He identified

two different types of medieval

jug handles as typical of Hanley

pottery, pieces of 18th century

glazed blackware, probably part

of a milk basin, and some

Roman Severn Valley ware,

possibly from the Roman kiln

found at Madresfield.

One pupil found an unusual

reddish-tinged stone, which

turned out to be a piece of

shattered Iron Age ‘pot boiler’.

Stones were heated in a fire

then plunged into a trough of

water. This would produce

boiling water and steam to

either cook or cure food.

After their exertions, the

children visited the site of the

castle where Richard Smalley

of Stratascan explained how

he had carried out the geo-

physical surveys. He then

marked out the perimeter of

the castle, so that pupils could

stand in place of its walls to

better appreciate the size of

the building. 

History teacher Andrew

Mannering reported that his

group had enjoyed the

experience enormously and

would be keen to take part in

other organised field walks.

CARING FOR OUR
VILLAGE

A year after talking to the

Society about his work as

conservation officer for

Worcester, Will Scott returned

to look at both good and bad

aspects of buildings in Hanley

Swan. The pond, green, oak

and pub were quintessential

components of an attractive

English village, but there were

warning signs of undesirable

development. 

He praised neat hedges,

wrought iron gates, grass

verges, footpaths, milestones

and carefully tended trees. But

he also noticed ugly BT man-

hole covers, open frontages,

paved driveways, broken

roadsigns, concrete kerbs,

obtrusive oil storage tanks and

the congregation of assorted

signs that seemed to attract

each other. 

He thought many new

houses blended in well with

their surroundings and said it

was up to members of the

Society to insist on quality

development. We should be

the first port of call when

people see things going wrong

and we should not be afraid to

complain until developers take

notice. As a conservationist,

he said we had a lovely village

and must look after it.

HISTORIC BUILDINGS
SURVEY

Emma Hancox of HEAS has a

project to photograph every

historic building in the county.

She would like the Society’s

help with those in the parish of

Hanley Castle. Historic means

every building marked on the

first large scale Ordnance

Survey map of 1883 - there

are around 300 of them, not

just houses, but barns, cow-

sheds and other outbuildings.

If some have been demolished

and replaced, she needs to

know what has been built on

the footprint of the old.

To simplify matters, Emma

has provided a set of current

maps of the parish with all the

buildings that existed in 1883

marked in red. All we have to

do is go out and photograph

them. So, if you would like to

help by spending a fine

winter’s day photographing a

dozen or so buildings, please

let the Secretary know. 

Some field walk finds - clockwise from top left: Iron Age pot
boiler, Roman Severn Valley ware, medieval jug handles, 18th 

century glazed blackware & roof tile. 


